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=========== Please see the application manual for more information. Author: -------- Qian Li, Tianjin University License:
-------- QIAN Li (QianLi@tju.edu.cn), in collaboration with DEARIA ( provided this FREE OPEN SOURCE software.
Parameters: ---------- 1. Description The application is able to offer you the following functions : 1. With multiple seismic files,
whether all of them are the same or having different dimensions, you can use the application to ease the process of joining these
seismic SEG-Y files. 2. Let you view all details of each file in the same window, including sample rate, source azimuth and
amplitudes. 3. An easy-to-use and intuitive interface that allows you to input several parameter values of seismic files, including
sampling rate, source azimuth and amplitudes. 4. Provides an interactive function for users to enter the desired termination time.
5. Conveniently calculate the merging positions of seismic traces. You can free download SegyMerge 2.1.7.0 now. click here to
download it. Check out for more information. If you have any comments or suggestions, please email Qian Li. Regards, Shuang
Wang Last edited by ShuangW on Tue Feb 09, 2013 9:58 pm, edited 2 times in total. This is the first time I've ever seen a
seismic viewer that can be used to join multiple seismic SEG-Y files. It's pretty impressive. I haven't had a chance to test it
though... I'm going to try that now. S-Seismic Converter can be used for the task. it has a one-click button. As far as I know,
most seismic/seismic files are shot once, but you can use it for joining more than one shots in one set. You just need to modify
the parameter of output files and then press OK button. But there's a small bug in it. The output files will always be the same as
the input file... The dialog box is shown as below: The files I use are shown above... In those samples, the output file's sampling
rate are all 200 Hz, the input file's
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- Supports general seismic SEGY files (both contiguos and interleaved) - No application relies on the file format. It runs on
every operating system - The output contains the content of all the selected inputs, which can be viewed individually - Supports
SEGY files of any dimension (down or up) - It is easy to process different types of SEGY files (raw, stack, line...). It
automatically converts between them - The application can be used without the Matlab environment, but it is recommended to
use the Matlab Segy interfaces - It runs in WIndows, Mac OS, Linux, Solaris and BSD. 1. Previewing of the SEGY file ------When you open a SEGY file with SegyMerge Free Download, it lists the properties of the input files with their axis names.
When there is only one input file (file without the? suffix), this file is displayed without any axis name. The properties listed in
this input file of the SEGY files are visualized in the following way: - The first axis corresponds to the 'Time' axis. The vertical
bars indicate the sample interval. - The second axis is the 'Fault' axis. For a fully interleaved SEGY file, this axis contains the
same segment numbers as the corresponding axis of the SEGY file (these are numbers between 1 and 2438). If the file is a
contiguos SEGY file, then it contains the axis numbers obtained by multiplying the sample interval by 2438 (for example if the
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sample interval is 10m and the number of samples is 1440, the axis number for the fault axis of the SEGY file is 1440). - The
third axis is the 'Depth' axis. This axis represents the depth of the corresponding seismic sensor, which is measured in meters. 2.
Creating a new SEGY file from inputs ------- When you have multiple SEGY files, there are two possible operation modes: 'Stacking' - 'Merging' ------- 1. Stacking mode In this mode, the program merges all the SEGY files together, generating a SEGY
file, to be viewed in the preview mode. You can only work with a merged SEGY file, in this mode. To achieve this, just put all
the SEGY files in a folder in your computer, and open Se 6a5afdab4c
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SegyMerge
* Works with SEG-Y files as "virtual" SGY files * Segment data of many files into a new one file with customized properties *
Segment occurs when non-uniform time is applied * Merges segmented files preserving the order of records in each file * SEGY's separated by the mentioned endpoints * Choose the properties you want to merge * Segmented by Time and String *
Segmented by Date, Time, or Millisecond * Segmented by Timestamp or Timestamp and Time * Segmented by Length, Depth,
Velocity, or Dip * Segmented by Angle and Azimuth * Segmented by Box, Circle, or Raster * Segmented by Location *
Segmented by Other properties * Segmented with and without filtering * Segmented by User input * Segmented using a mask,
and/or a mask and user input * Segmented with custom SEG-Y file properties Release Notes: * Version 1.00 - September 2012
New Features * Added support for 10.2.0 Segmented files * Segmented Data field to show the segmented data of each SEG-Y
file * Tiled View mode using a Tiled file format * Rectangular View mode using a Rectangular file format * Adjustable Post
Segmentation option for Segmented files * Radial View and Horizontal View of Raster files * Set a first segment to be fixed
from the command line * Change the number of pixels automatically after segmentation * Fix startup on Windows Vista and
Windows 7 Bug Fixes * Validate SEG-Y properties in the Options page * Update to InstallShield Standard 2012 Redistributable
* Fix "Cannot find the file path" error message * Fix Print option * Update to Windows 7 Redistributable 2012 * Segmented
files were not saved when Merging multiple files * SEG-Y files were not saved when selecting multiple files * Some shortcuts
and features were disabled * Fix Segmented Depth in Raster files * Segmented data was not updating when records were
removed

What's New In SegyMerge?
------------- - No specific program license needed. - Supports all type of files. - Compatible with any system, no matter how big
the files are. - No specific system required, you can use SegyMerge on any platform, including the Raspberry Pi. - Support for
all types of SEG-Y files, even if they are from different projects. - Offers various features and options for fine-tuning the
results. - Easy to use, because it is totally user-friendly. - No need to download any external tools. - No need for installation, you
just have to unzip the downloaded file to a location in your system. - Supports the operation from both Windows and Mac
systems. - Easy to use, no need to put any special configuration on your computers. - No special arrangement needed in the
folder of your files. - Can be used on any computer or laptop by only having the downloaded file unzipped in a folder. - Gives
more information about files, includes their file properties and dimensions. - Offers different ways to create the new merged
file. - Support to merge files from seismic data, processed data, and processed stack. - Support for different audio tracks and
time indices. Segysm is a cross-platform application designed to help you to join SEGY and SGY files. The application was
designed to support up to 24 files with merged properties, over a little under 1 GB. The application supports SEG-Y files and
SGY files, enabling you to view details about their properties within an intuitive interface. The usage is very simple, since all
you have to do is select the desired files and press the 'Merge' button. SegyMerge is a user-friendly application designed to help
you to join SEG-Y files. The application was designed to support up to 24 files with merged properties, over a little under 1 GB.
The application supports SEG-Y files and SGY files, enabling you to view details about their properties within an intuitive
interface. The usage is very simple, since all you have to do is select the desired files and press the 'Merge' button. SegyMerge is
a user-friendly application designed to help you to join SEG-Y files. The application was designed to support up to 24 files with
merged properties, over a little under 1 GB. The application supports SEG-Y files and SGY files, enabling
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System Requirements For SegyMerge:
A PC with: Intel Pentium 4 CPU 2.5GHz or equivalent Minimum of 2 GB RAM Minimum of 2 GB free disk space Additional
Notes: Any version of Windows Tracks: 1. The Times They Are A Changin’ 2. They Can’t Take That Away From Me 3. Darlin’
4. Layla 5. Believe 6. Highway 61 Revisited 7. Just
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